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Wera proudly presents:  

This is how pretty T-handles and Stubbies can be!  
 
Wuppertal. An attractive and recognizable product design is an important 

characteristic for a well thought-out product range.  

 

With T-handle screwdrivers, particularly high torques can be transferred 

when working with manual screwdrivers.  In order to be able to work as 

gently and as pleasantly as possible, Wera now has new ergonomically de-

signed T-handle screwdrivers in their range: the handles fill the palm of the 

hand well, the fingers lie securely in the softly rounded recessed grips, the 

whole hand is in contact with the handle. 

 

The new T-handles are available as flexible bit holders and as screwdrivers 

with Take it easy tool finder. 

 

Many of the new T-handles have a second, lateral arm: This additional 

short arm, which emerges laterally from the handle, allows the transmission 

of extremely high torques by using the long arm as a lever.  

 

Most hexagon socket and TORX® versions also have a holding function on 

the long arm to securely hold the screw on the tool. 
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Huggy Stubbies 
 

So cute, you almost want to cuddle them: The especially small screwdri-

vers with short blades for hard to reach areas. The 2-component Kraftform 

handle with its practical combination of hard and soft zones allows for a 

firm grip and precise working. A special surface treatment of the blades 

sees to a high level of corrosion rotection and optimum fitting accuracy of 

the screw.  The hexagon anti-roll protection prevents annoying rolling away 

of bits in the workplace.  

 
This new range also comes with the Take it easy tool finder system, which 

allows the required tool to be found quickly.  

 
. 

 

 
More information:  
Wera Werkzeuge GmbH 
Korzerter Straße 21-25, 42349 Wuppertal / Germany 
Telefon: +49 (0)2 02 / 40 45 0, Fax: +49 (0)2 02 / 40 45 276 
E-Mail: info@wera.de, Internet: www.wera.de 
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Captions: 

01_Wera_Quergriffe+Stubbies 

 
The Wera T-handles and stubbies with attractive and recognizable design 
and improved product features. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.wera.de/
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02_Wera_Quergriff-Schraubendreher 

 
The ergonomically designed T-handle screwdrivers with a two-component 
design fit snugly in the hand and some have a short leg at the side of the 
handle, which allows the transmission of extremely high torques. 
 
03_Wera_Stubbie 

 
The particularly compact stubbies in the new product design are primarily 
designed for bolting work in areas with limited space and difficult access.. 
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Contact for the press:  
Wera Werkzeuge GmbH 
Detlef Seyfarth 
Korzerter Straße 21-25 
42349 Wuppertal / Germany 
Telefon:  +49 (0)2 02 / 40 45 0 
Fax:        +49 (0)2 02 / 40 45 276 
E-Mail:    info@wera.de 
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Wolfgang D. Riedel 
Dönberger Str. 92 
42111 Wuppertal / Germany 
Telefon:  +49 (0)2 02 / 9 70 10 0 
Fax:        +49 (0)2 02 / 9 70 10 50 
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